SHOWING VS TELLING IN WRITING
Show, don't tell. It's the first rule of writing, and for good reason. In a nutshell, showing is about using description and
action to help the reader experience the.

But what does it mean? And, fair dos, that pride is justified. In both examples, showing makes the writing
vivid and more descriptive. Or about my nightlong conversation with the ghost of the man I'd murdered?
Showing: John wiped tears down his face as he watched his girlfriend board the plane. Telling A glittering,
magnificent, and spectacular robot was working behind the vast, shiny, smooth counter. But the uniformed
officer currently attending the scene did say that this woman appears to have been beheaded. In addition to
colors, sizes, and shapes, use smells, sounds, tastes, and textures. Raising his own goblet, he made a toast. The
rhythmic crack of wood striking wood filled our practice room. He insisted on a rematch. Your writing can do
the same if you master showing rather than telling. His biggest advantage is that no one takes him seriously,
and that's exactly what he wants you to think. An open window, something missing, that kind of thing?
Example: Valek poisoned Yelena's drink with Butterfly's Dust. No one ever would. The ending should create
some type of suspense - emotional or physical so the reader will want to continue reading. Now imagine what
feeling you want to convey through that scene. Example: "I selected four squares. Janco's speed had
overpowered Maren's skill, and she was on the retreat, backing into a corner. Now take those stronger verbs
and words that depict a deeper emotion and craft your sentence or paragraph with those to reflect how you
truly felt. Perhaps the time I spent training was a merely a subconscious ploy to avoid solving my real
problems. Journalism is an acceptable method of telling, of presenting the facts, but fiction creates the illusion
of being there in the story, seeing events happen without the writer telling you. Showing versus telling is
largely about allowing your readers to interpret what your characters are going through without just telling
them. But on the whole, Can the camera see it? That's the fourth time today. For a moment, I thought my
stomach was going to rebel. She planted the end of her bow between his feet, which trapped his weapon close
to his body. But because this specific writing skill is vital for building strong emotional connections, you have
to implement this information. Instead I asked him, "Do you think this is a waste of time? Remember - POV
character must be present at all main story events.

